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Guiding questions
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1) Fullfilling research demands in Vietnam would require appropriate support to be
efficient and targeted:

     Do the present research opportunities meet the demands?

2) Many German organisations operate in Vietnam in research, education, policy, 
implementation, industry… 

   How could German organisations benefit from collaborating more intensively with each other and 
in connection with their VN peers in their demands for fullfilling their objectives (e.g. assessments, 
services, networks,…)?

   Where are synergies, what could be changed, what is missing in this STI-Ecoystem?

3) Generating high impact from research would require proper support:
  How could GER and VN scientists strategically organize their research making use of available

         support opportunities?



Funding and Collaboration Organisation Landscape 
(Selection)
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Collaboration and Funding Topics

4Many and diverse topics offer potential for linkages



Network Structures
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Specialised network structures offer potential for collaboration on dedicated issues

IKI



Funding Type
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Research fellowships for
postdoctoral and 
experienced researchers

Student and doctoral student
scholarhips, statuary projects, 
suporting SMEs and start-ups
in Viet Nam, research and 
political consultation

Master scholarships, 
research grants for PhD, 
research stays for scientists

Fellowships abroad for postdoctoral
researchers, joint calls, international 

research training groups, collaborative
research centres, international 

scientific events

Small Grants, Medium Grants, 
large-volume thematic

selection procedures
(thematic calls)

Funding of stuff, travelling, 
workshops, equipment and material

Variety of funding types offer potential for complementary funding



Funding Duration
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Feodor Lynen Research Fellowship (AvH)

International Climate Protection Fellowship (AvH)

Project "Sustainable Cities and Urban Regions" (BMBF)

Full PhD in Germany (DAAD)

One Year Grants (DAAD)

Bi-nationally supervised doctoral degrees (DAAD)

Research stays for scientists (DAAD)

Alumni Programme (DAAD)

Bilateral Cooperation (DFG)

International Research Training Groups (DFG)

Coolaborative Research Centres (DFG)

Small Grants (IKI)

Medium Grants (IKI)

Thematic Calls (IKI)

max. duration in years

7Different durations of support measures offer potential for long-term funding strategies



Conclusion
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Several Potentials for Synergies 

1) Thematic linkages of projects, funding and collaboration measures

2) Collaboration in networks on dedicated issues

3) Complementary funding

4) Long-term funding strategies



How can the Potentials be Leveraged?
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Taking an organizational landscape system perspective,                                                                    
how can win-win situations be established for interacting funding and collaborating 
organisations?

1) Which information is required? 

2) Which communication structure is suitable?

3) Which Vietnamese organisations need to be involved?

 Let´s try a pilot and learn from that.
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